
Reply to reviewers

We would like to thank the reviewers for their thoughtful comments on the manuscript. These ideas 
and suggestions have been very helpful to improve the quality and accuracy of the manuscript. Below, 
we have listed each of the reviewer's comments (in blue) and our replies.

Reviewer #1:

Before I begin: What does v1.0 mean in the title of the paper. Is there an approach v2.0 ?? If there is 
one than I would like to see it

This version numbering is a requirement of the journal and is not something that we, as authors, have 
control over (e.g., https://www.geoscientific-model-
development.net/submission.html#manuscriptcomposition). When we first submitted the manuscript 
for publication, we did not include a version number in the title, but the editor requested that we add a 
version number as a stipulation of publication. There is no version 2, and we do not anticipate that there
would be in the immediate future.

This is not a bad thing and the authors can choose magnitude of the slope to suggest an inflection point 
(Note the variance curve is monotonically increasing). I would like to also see if it makes a difference 
to use a correlation length obtained from summer months for one year and applied to observations of 
another year and in the second stage select observations based on the variograms for the same year for 
which inversions are being performed. Thus, if it does not lead to any major difference in RMSE than 
these variograms can be precomputed for a selected year and applied for inversions for subsequent or 
previous years.

We would advise against computing the variogram for a selected year and applying it to 
subsequent years, and we make this recommendation for two reasons. First, Figs. 1 and S1 show the 
estimated correlation lengths for the synthetic and real data case studies, and the estimated correlation 
lengths exhibit substantial heterogeneity from one satellite flight track to another, even between flight 
tracks that are geographically proximal to one another. We hypothesize that variations in meteorology 
(in addition to variations in fluxes) can lead to substantial variability in the estimated correlation 
lengths (discussed in Sect. 4.1). Mesoscale and synoptic meteorology will change from day to day and 
certainly from year to year, so we feel it would be better to estimate the variograms for each flight 
track.  

Second, the computational cost of computing the variograms is not large, so the computational 
expense of estimating different variograms for different years is unlikely to be large. For example, we 
were able to compute the variograms for the summer case study (Fig. 1a) is less than one day on a 
personal laptop (a MacBook Air). We believe that it would be better to compute different correlation 
lengths for different years – both due to the possible effect of meteorology and due to the relatively 
small computational time required for the variogram analysis.

We have added discussion of these points to Sect. 4.1 of the revised manuscript.

The section on variance criterion needs to be further elaborated. It is not clear, how the variances (is it 
variance in strict sense) are being computed. Is it the square of a difference between the kriged point 
and the support of the kriged point? Please demonstrate this with a small example within the context of 
Figure 2.



We have clarified this variance criteria in the revised manuscript. We first select all data points in the 
original CO2 dataset that fall between two specific kriged points. We then calculate the variance of 
those selected points using the var() function in R. We repeat this procedure for each pair of kriged 
points in the model domain. We finally average these variances calculated across each pair of kriged 
points. This variance criteria thus shows the variance of the original dataset that is lost when we reduce 
the dataset to a smaller number of kriged data points. Some of this variance will undoubtedly be due to 
measurement error (e.g., the nugget), but some of this variance will be due to real variability in 
atmospheric CO2. 

Authors also need to elaborate whether the uncertainty from Ordinary Kriging was used in inversions 
or not. Furthermore, rather than using an exponential covariance structure for Ordinary Kriging why 
not use exponential + nugget model for doing kriging as this way you can have OCO-2 errors along the
diagonal of the nugget and exponential structure can account for correlations in observations in space 
and/or time. This would allow Ordinary Kriging uncertainty to be directly included in data assimilation 
and/or inversions. 

We have clarified this point in Sect. S3. We included a nugget in the variogram fitting process. 
Furthermore, we used the kriging uncertainties as the model-data mismatch errors in inverse modeling 
simulations using the reduced dataset.

The uncertainties in the ordinary kriging estimates are slightly lower than the errors in the 
individual synthetic CO2 observations; this result is expected because ordinary kriging assimilates 
many observations to make the best possible XCO2 estimate at each location (in this case at the 
observation locations). For example, in the summer case study, we added noise of 2 ppm (standard 
deviation) to the synthetic observations. On average, we estimated kriging uncertainties of 1.5 ppm. For
the winter case study, we added noise of 1.5 ppm to the synthetic OCO-2 observations. On average, we 
estimated kriging uncertainties of 1.44 ppm. As a result, the model-data mismatch errors used in the 
inverse modeling simulations with the reduced dataset are slightly smaller than those used in the 
inverse modeling simulations with the original CO2 dataset. Note that in the inverse modeling 
simulations using averaged data, we use the same model-data mismatch errors as in the inverse 
modeling simulations using the original XCO2 dataset.

I also wonder what would happen if you try to simultaneously use observations from multiple 
instruments and which due to different biases or viewing geometry leads to different values of XCO2 
for a same location and completely contaminates the correlation length obtained from the variogram. 
This per se is not a problem with the methodology proposed here but can create problems in real-data 
applications of the methodology.

We agree that this is an interesting question; the challenge of assimilating multiple different 
satellite datasets in an inverse model is very important yet very challenging. This topic is the focus of a 
multi-year NASA JPL MEaSUREs project (https://climatesciences.jpl.nasa.gov/co2measures/) led by 
Vineet Yadav. Several factors have made this task challenge to accomplish in practice. For example, 
GOSAT and OCO-2 exhibit contrasting biases in some regions of the globe, and one would presumably
need to reconcile those biases before combining the different satellite datasets observations in an 
inverse modeling framework. Different satellite observations also have different spatial support, among
other challenges. Differences in spatial support can create challenges when comparing or assimilating 
different datasets (e.g., Tadić and Michalak 2016).

We feel that this problem is both interesting and highly relevant but that tackling this problem is
beyond the scope of the current manuscript. This topic could be an interesting challenge for a future 
paper, and the results could be informed by work currently being done as part of the NASA JPL 

https://climatesciences.jpl.nasa.gov/co2measures/


MEaSUREs project.

I would also like to see what kind of reduction happens if a variogram that accounts for both space and 
time is used to reduce the data. This can be checked within the context of a synthetic study and would 
become necessary in case of geostationary missions like GEOCARB that may have multiple overpasses
for a same location over a single day.

In the present study, it made most sense to focus on spatial covariance for the OCO-2 case 
study. OCO-2 flight tracks have a 16-day repeat time, and the temporal covariance among different 
flight tracks is very small given the satellite's sampling pattern. Hence, our goal was to reduce the data 
spatially along each flight track.

Future geostationary satellite missions like GEOCARB will presumably sample at much higher 
spatial and temporal densities, and one would want to account for temporal covariances when reducing 
the data using an approach like that described in the current study. 

It would be logistically and computationally difficult to construct new synthetic data 
simulations for GEOCARB in the context of the STILT model simulations used in this study. The 
GEOCARB satellite has not yet launched, so we do not yet have observations from GEOCARB. In 
addition, the number of STILT model simulations that would be required for this type of synthetic 
study would be computationally prohibitive. On one hand, the STILT model afforded enormous 
flexibility for the analysis presented in the current manuscript. We were able to run hundreds of inverse
modeling simulations to test different setups for the data reduction algorithm and run inverse modeling 
simulations for numerous different levels of data reduction. If we wanted to run simulations for 
GEOCARB, we would need to switch models and use nested simulations with the GEOS-Chem model 
or TM5 model. Inverse modeling using the GEOS-Chem or TM5 adjoint requires iterating toward the 
solution and running the forward and adjoint of the GEOS-Chem or TM5 models at each iteration, a 
process that can take several days to several weeks (depending upon the specifics of the inverse 
model). These models therefore do not afford the same flexibility to test out large numbers of inverse 
modeling simulations, as was done in the present manuscript.

Line 40: replace particle with Lagrangian.

Done.
 
Line 49: Why 2 seconds?

We have clarified this point in the manuscript. This interval roughly corresponds with the 
spatial resolution of the meteorology used in STILT. The WRF-STILT simulations used in this study 
were generated as part of NOAA's CarbonTracker Lagrange program, a project funded by NASA's 
Carbon Monitoring System. The WRF simulations generated for STILT have a 10km resolution across 
the continental United States. The OCO-2 satellite travels approximately 10-km along its flight track 
every 2 seconds. As a result, STILT footprints were generated every 2 seconds along the flight track for
CarbonTracker Lagrange.

How would you deal with it when you have simultaneous observations from multiple instruments?

This is a really good question but a tricky one. First and foremost, one would need a strategy to 
handle any offsets or biases between observations from different instruments (e.g., Tadić and Biraud 
2020). Second, one would need to make an estimate of the different error variances and covariances of 
the observations from different instruments; the relative difference in accuracy/precision of the 



instruments would be important for determining which to weight in a data reduction algorithm. Third, 
observations from different satellite instruments have different spatial support, and one would 
presumably want to account for those differences when combining multiple satellite datasets.

Line 54: Which vector?

We have clarified this reference in the manuscript.

Line 59: What is the context of 30 days of wall- clock time (what kind of computer?)

We have clarified this point in the revised manuscript.

Line 62: Parallel computing architecture. Please briefly elaborate especially within the context of 4D-
Var and ensemble approaches.

We have re-written this paragraph in response to comments from reviewer #2. In the revised 
manuscript, we no longer refer to parallel computing architecture. Instead, we tried to reframe this 
paragraph in a way that is not specific to a particular model and is more generalizable to different 
inverse modeling approaches.

Reviewer #2:

Do you consider the DOF of the satellite observations when you interpolate satellite data? I wonder 
how much of the satellite DOF is lost after you interpolating the satellite observations. Would it make 
sense more if you determine the data reduction level with additional consideration of satellite DOF 
loss? 

Some inverse modelers estimate the degree of freedom for signal (DOFS) in the inverse model. 
The DOFS are an estimate of the number of independent pieces of information provided by the 
observations for constraining the vector of unknown fluxes (i.e., the state vector) (e.g., Brasseur and 
Jacob 2017). This quantity is derived by summing the diagonal elements of the averaging kernel matrix
calculated for the inverse problem. For many large problems, the calculation of the averaging kernel 
matrix can require substantial computational resources. For example, one way to calculate the 
averaging kernel matrix is to (I – VsQ-1), where Q is the prior covariance matrix and Vs is the posterior 
covariance matrix. In the summer case study explored in this manuscript, Q has 1.05 x 106 rows and the
same number of columns. Vs has the same dimensions. In addition, for variational or adjoint-based 
inversions, it is seldom possible to calculate Vs explicitly but rather must be approximated using Monte 
Carlo simulations or a reduced rank algorithm (e.g., Miller et al. 2020). 

By contrast, our goal in this study is to create an algorithm for reducing greenhouse gas data 
and for evaluating the optimal level of data reduction without incurring burdensome computational 
costs. We considered DOFS as a criteria but ultimately did not opt to use this criteria due to the 
computational burdens involved in that calculation for large inverse problems.

In inverse modeling, averaging kernels are usually applied to remove impacts from satellite a priori. 
How do you deal with averaging kernels of OCO-2 XCO2 when you use kriging to interpolate satellite 
CO2 observations?

We did not try to remove the impact of the satellite prior on the satellite retrievals. This study is 



primarily a synthetic data study, so it is not clear what the satellite prior would be in this context. We 
used kriging to estimate XCO2 at locations that have OCO-2 observations. As such, we used pressure 
weighting functions and averaging kernels associated with those specific locations.

In your case studies, did you apply observation operator? If not, then you assume all satellite 
observations have identical DOF, which is not true for real satellite observations. Applying observation
operator or not can make large difference on your top-down results. Thus, this can impact the 
evaluation of your data reduction algorithm.

We do apply an observation operator in the inverse model. The STILT model simulations used 
here are tailored to the individual locations, pressure weighting functions, etc. of the individual OCO-2 
observations.

Section 4.4: Since your goal is to reduce computation cost for inverse modeling, I wonder how large 
the difference is between the computation costs of your case studies (full data vs reduced data)? like the
difference between computation costs of Figure 3 (b) and (c)? Also, did you try running your inverse 
modeling with full data, but using parallelization (e. g. 24 cores)? I wonder how large the computation 
cost would be compared to that of inverse modeling with reduced data but without parallelization.

We have included additional text in the introduction and Sect. 4.4 to describe the computational 
costs associated with the STILT simulations in this study. The primary computational cost for the case 
studies described here is in the cost of generating WRF-STILT simulations that are used as inputs in 
the inverse model. The greater the level of data reduction, the fewer STILT simulations that would be 
required, and the smaller the computational cost of the overall forward and inverse modeling process. 
The important caveat, however, is that different types of atmospheric models entail different 
computational costs, and we have noted that in the revised version of the Introduction and Sect. 4.4 as 
well.

Different components of the forward and inverse modeling process can be done in parallel 
while other components of this process cannot be done in parallel. For example, one can distribute 
STILT simulations across many cores and/or nodes. Other components of the inverse model, however, 
cannot be done in parallel. For example, the statistical calculations often involve the inverse of several 
covariance matrices or the inverse of components of different covariance matrices. Those calculations 
cannot be done in parallel.

The cost of running the forward and adjoint models would not increase as the number of observations 
in- creases. It is the cost of running observation operators that increases with increasing number of 
satellite observations.

We have re-written this text and clarified this point in the revised manuscript. The 
computational cost of the forward and adjoint models themselves do not necessarily increase as the 
number of observations increase; we agree. The cost of the observation operator will increase with 
more observations. In addition, file I/O can be a bottleneck for some types of atmospheric models, and 
this cost increases as the number of observations increase. For example, to calculate the gradient of the 
inverse modeling cost function, the current CO2 adjoint code for the GEOS-Chem model will read in 
the observations each time the adjoint model steps back in time. It does so as part of the process of 
applying the adjoint forcing. As a result, the current CO2 adjoint code will read in the same set of 
observations many times during the course of a single model run.

“..a single run of GEOS-Chem adjoint model . . .30 days of . . .from the “lite” file.” This sentence can 



not prove your point. I guess you want to prove that the cost of running one iteration of adjoint 
inversion with OCO-2 observations increase as the number of satellite observation increases. Then you 
need to compare the computation costs from at least two runs: one is assimilating fewer satellite 
observations, and the other is assimilating more satellite observations.

We have updated this paragraph and compare the computational cost of using the full lite file 
versus 10-second data averages that are currently being used in the OCO-2 model inter-comparison 
project. Furthermore, we have revised this statement to compare the total computing time to calculate 
the inverse modeling cost function and gradient in these two cases.

“. . .many adjoint models for GHG applications are not designed to exploit parallel computing 
architecture.” Can you pointing out what adjoint models do not use parallelization? As far as I know, 
most Eulerian chemical transport models and their adjoint models (if applicable) exploit parallelization,
either OMP parallelization or MPI parallelization. For example, GEOS-Chem adjoint model exploits 
OMP parallelization.

We have re-written this paragraph. For the CO2 adjoint code in GEOS-Chem, the largest 
computational bottleneck appears to come in file I/O – specifically reading in the observations. The 
current adjoint code will read in the observations and apply the adjoint forcing at each time step of the 
adjoint model. For the CO2 adjoint, the default time step is one hour, so the adjoint model will step one 
hour backward in time, the code will read in the observations, and the process repeats. This file I/O is 
not done in parallel in the current adjoint code.

In the revised manuscript, we have removed specific references to parallelization and have 
revised the text to be more general and not as model-specific. Instead, we state that the observation 
operator and file I/O can be time-consuming for inverse modeling using variational or adjoint-based 
inverse models. We also point out that several recent satellite-based inverse modeling efforts of CO2 
use satellite data that have been reduced in some way. For example, the OCO-2 model inter-
comparison project employs 10-second averages of OCO-2 observations (e.g., Crowell et al. 2019).

“However, parallel versions are currently under development . . . (Eastham et al., 2018).” What 
Eastham et al. (2018) developed is high-performance GEOS-Chem forward model (with MPI 
parallelization), not adjoint model.

We have removed this sentence from the revised manuscript as part of the revisions described under the
previous point.

Figure 4 caption: “. . .with modest data reduction (b, 1098 data points) . . . with no reduction (a, 4183 
data points). . . . large data reduction (c, 251 data points) . . .”. I think it should be “. . .with modest data
reduction (c, 1098 data points) . . . with no reduction (b, 4183 data points). . . .large data reduction (d, 
251 data points) ...”

Thank you for catching this error. We have fixed this error in the revised version of the manuscript.
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